PROPYLON® LWB360 COUNCIL APPLICATION
OVERVIEW
Cities and large municipalities need legislative management systems that are tailored to their specific
processes. Existing solutions are too rigid in their approach, equating the needs of a city of 500,000
people with a town of 2,000 citizens. This presents an obvious shortcoming in the current market
offerings, but there are others too. Clunky, dated tools make searching and tracking items
unnecessarily time-consuming and difficult, while the lack of a fully integrated system means errors
can occur more frequently, information is harder to find, and processes are slower and less efficient.
More flexible and user-focused tools are needed to enhance the management of meetings and the
process of amending legislation, provide openness and transparency, and to make publishing the
information easy and accessible to everyone.
WHY PROPYLON® LWB360 COUNCIL?
The Propylon LWB360 Council application offers a modern, fully integrated solution that meets the
unique and customized objectives of its users, delivering a modern and user-friendly product.
OBJECTIVES









Provide a configurable environment that can be localized to your specific workflows
Make information easy to find to reduce the number of queries coming from the public
Enhance transparency
Integrate entire legislative history into a document repository
Create a user-friendly, fully mobile-optimized, web-based system
Provide complete and seamless conversion of existing data
Offer enhanced tools to increase accuracy and efficiency
Create custom and automated reports

PUTTING THE CUSTODIANS OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS FRONT AND CENTER:
SAVING CLERKS TIME BY IMPROVING FLEXIBILITY, EFFICIENCY, AND ACCURACY
KEY BENEFITS










Generates meeting agendas and minutes with the most-up-to-date information in the format
you want at the click of a button
Provides enhanced tools to search and track items
Publishes documents in real-time to help support Council members and public engagement
Allows clerks to find all existing data at the click of a button and reuse it
Automatically notifies you when a meeting is scheduled
Removes the need for rekeying of information, saving you time and improving accuracy
Enables the public to search through all documents, both historical and current
Publishes information in machine-readable formats to allow groups to build apps on
government data
Enables better automated data transfer through APIs, XML, and other formats
Learn more: https://www.propylon.com/legislative-solutions/lwb360-council/

